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Abstract

Plural morphology in English is associated with a multiplicity inference. For example, “Emily

fed gira�es” is typically interpreted to mean that Emily fed multiple gira�es. It has long been

observed that this inference disappears in downward-entailing linguistic environments, such

as in the scope of negation. For example, “Emily didn’t feed gira�es” does not merely sug-

gest that she didn’t feed multiple gira�es, but rather that she didn’t feed any. �ere are three

main approaches to explaining this puzzle: the �rst proposes that the plural is ambiguous, and

invokes a preference for stronger meanings; the second derives multiplicity inferences as im-

plicatures; and the third provides a homogeneity-based account. �ese di�erent approaches

can all account for the interpretation of the plural across upward- and downward-entailing

environments. �ey di�er, however, in what they predict for three further aspects of the

plural: the status of positive and negative plural sentences in singular contexts, children’s

acquisition of plural meanings, and the relationship between plural meanings and scalar im-

plicatures. In this paper, we report on three experiments investigating adults’ and preschool-

aged children’s interpretation of plural morphology in English. �e experiments reveal that

participants distinguish positive and negative plural sentences presented in singular contexts,

and that adults assign a di�erent status to these positive and negative sentences. It is also ob-

served that children, unlike adults, tend to accept underinformative positive plural sentences

in singular contexts — in parallel with their behavior on standard scalar implicatures — while

they are relatively more adult-like when it comes to negative plural sentences in the same

contexts, showing a tendency to reject the negative sentences. We discuss how the �ndings

of the three experiments are expected on a scalar implicature approach to multiplicity infer-

ences, and the open challenges they pose for the ambiguity and homogeneity approaches.
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1 Introduction

1.1 �e puzzle of multiplicity inferences
�e plural-singular distinction is the source of a long-standing puzzle (see Sauerland 2003; Sauer-

land, Andersen & Yatsushiro 2005; Spector 2007; Zweig 2009; Farkas & de Swart 2010 and Magri

2014 for discussion). Consider the English sentence with a plural noun phrase (1a). �is sen-

tence seems equivalent in meaning to one in which the plural noun phrase is replaced by “more

than one gira�e”, as in (1b), and it di�ers in meaning from a sentence containing a singular noun

phrase, (1c). �ese simple observations suggest that English plural morphology is associated with

the meaning ‘more than one’ (Lasersohn 1995; Chierchia 1998, among others).

(1) a. Emily fed gira�es.

b. Emily fed more than one gira�e.

c. Emily fed a gira�e.

�e paradox arises when the sentence with the plural noun (1a) appears under negation, as in

(2a). �is is because we would expect the negative sentence with the plural noun to yield a ‘not

more than one’ reading, as in (2b). Instead, the sentence is be�er paraphrased as the negation of

the corresponding sentence with the singular noun, (1c). �at is, the be�er paraphrase of (2a) is

(2c).

(2) a. Emily didn’t feed gira�es.

b. Emily didn’t feed more than one gira�e.

c. Emily didn’t feed a (single) gira�e.

�is is not an isolated fact. �e absence of the expected ‘more than one’ meaning of a plural noun

is also observed in other downward-entailing environments, that is, linguistic environments that

license inferences from sets to subsets.
1

Again, in these environments, the plural morphology is

be�er paraphrased using singular morphology than it is by substituting ‘more than one’. �at

is, examples (3a) and (4a), containing plural morphology, are semantically equivalent to (3b) and

(4b), containing singular morphology.
2

1
For example, the scope of the negative quanti�er ‘nobody’ is downward-entailing and licenses subset infer-

ences (i); the positive quanti�er ‘somebody’ is instead upward-entailing on its nuclear scope and licenses superset

inferences (ii).

(i) Nobody read books.⇒ Nobody read linguistics books.

(ii) Somebody read linguistics books.⇒ Somebody read books.

2
�e downward-entailing status of the antecedent of conditionals and of questions is admi�edly controver-

sial. What is relevant here, however, is that the antecedents of conditionals and questions generally pa�ern with

downward-entailing environments with respect to the behavior of scalar inferences.
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(3) a. If there are books on Stephen’s desk, Robin should lock the door.

b. If there is a (single) book on Stephen’s desk, Robin should lock the door.

(4) a. Are there books on Stephen’s desk?

b. Is there a (single) book on Stephen’s desk?

To restate the paradox: the interpretation of positive sentences with plural morphology gives rise

to a ‘more than one’ inference, but this multiplicity inference typically disappears under negation,

in the antecedent of a conditional, and in questions. �is pa�ern is clearly problematic for a

semantic account of multiplicity inferences, which simply encodes this inference in the literal

meaning of plural morphology (e.g., Chierchia 1998; Lasersohn 1995).

�ree main approaches to this puzzle have been proposed in the formal semantics literature.

�e �rst, defended in Farkas & de Swart (2010), is a semantic account that proposes a polysemous

meaning for the plural and invokes a principle for selecting which meaning is preferred in a given

context. �e second is an implicature treatment of multiplicity inferences, implemented in dif-

ferent forms in Sauerland (2003), Sauerland, Andersen & Yatsushiro (2005), Spector (2007), Zweig

(2009), Ivlieva (2013), and Mayr (2015). �e third approach accounts for the di�erent interpreta-

tions of the plural by appealing to homogeneity (Križ 2017). As we discuss below, these di�erent

approaches can all account for the interpretation of the plural across upward- and downward-

entailing linguistic environments. �ey di�er, however, in what they predict for the following

three aspects of the plural: the status of positive and negative plural sentences in singular con-

texts, children’s acquisition of the di�erent interpretations of the plural, and the relationship

between plural meanings and scalar implicatures.

In this paper, we report on three experiments investigating adults’ and preschool-aged chil-

dren’s interpretation of plural morphology in English. �e experiments reveal that adults assign

a di�erent status to positive and negative plural sentences presented in singular contexts. �e

experiments moreover show that children are relatively more adult-like in their interpretation of

negative plural sentences, compared to their interpretation of positive plural sentences — a pat-

tern similar to that observed for classical scalar implicatures. We discuss how the �ndings of the

three experiments are more easily captured under a scalar implicature approach to multiplicity

inferences than under ambiguity- or homogeneity-based approaches.

�e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we sketch the three accounts

and discuss their predictions for adults’ and children’s behavior. In Section 2, we summarize two

previous studies on the multiplicity inference and discuss how these previous results motivate

the present experiments. We present our experiments in Sections 3, 4, and 5, and in Section 6, we

discuss the results in the context of the theoretical predictions outlined in Section 1.3. Section 7

concludes the paper.

1.2 �eoretical approaches

1.2.1 �e ambiguity approach

In response to the monotonicity puzzle described in the previous section, Farkas & de Swart

(2010) enrich the semantic account in order to explain the sensitivity to monotonicity exhibited by

multiplicity inferences. Simplifying, their approach is essentially based on two main ingredients:

a polysemous meaning for plural morphology and a principle for choosing between two readings
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of plural sentences in di�erent contexts. In brief, the plural morpheme can have a weak inclusive

meaning (compatible with both singular and plural entities) or a strong exclusive meaning (which

excludes singularities). A plural sentence like (1a) will then correspondingly be associated with

two possible readings, a weak reading along the lines of (5a) (compatible with Emily having fed a

singularity or a plurality of gira�es) and a strong reading along the lines of (5b) (compatible only

with Emily having fed more than one gira�e). �e reading in (5b) is stronger than that in (5a), as

it entails it — if (5b) is true, (5a) must necessarily also be true.

(5) a. Emily fed one or more gira�es. weak

b. Emily fed more than one gira�e. strong

Similarly, the negative (2a) is then associated with the two meanings in (6a) and (6b).

(6) a. Emily didn’t feed one or more gira�es. strong

b. Emily didn’t feed more than one gira�e. weak

�e proposed ambiguity of the plural morphology alone will not account for the fact that (1a)

tends to be interpreted as (5b) while (2a) tends to be interpreted as (6a). To explain this pa�ern,

Farkas & de Swart (2010) assume a version of the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis, formulated as in

(7), which essentially regulates the choice between the two possible readings of plural sentences,

favoring the strongest between the two (see Dalrymple, Kanazawa, Kim, Mchombo & Peters 1998;

Winter 2001, among others).

(7) �e Strongest Meaning Hypothesis for Plurals: for a sentence involving a plural nominal,

prefer that interpretation of plural which leads to the stronger overall interpretation for

the sentence as a whole, unless this interpretation con�icts with the context of u�erance.

As can clearly be seen, (7) will favor the interpretation (5b) for the positive (1a) and (6a) for the

negative (2a), as these correspond to the strongest possible interpretations of these sentences. (7)

therefore allows the ambiguity approach to capture the monotonicity e�ect.

In addition, the principle in (7) allows for the weaker interpretations to re-emerge if the

stronger ones are in con�ict with the context of u�erance. �is predicts that we should be able

to force a weak interpretation by adding a continuation that is in con�ict with the strong coun-

terpart. �is is indeed the case, as illustrated in (8); here the negated plural receives the weak

interpretation along the lines of (6b), rather than the strong interpretation in (6a).

(8) Emily didn’t feed gira�es, because she fed only one!

In sum, the ambiguity approach can explain the di�erent readings of the plural and their

distribution across upward- and downward-entailing contexts. In the next subsection, we turn to

a di�erent take on the puzzle, which involves treating multiplicity inferences as implicatures.

1.2.2 �e implicature approach

A di�erent response to the pa�ern associated with multiplicity inferences is to treat them as a

type of implicature (Sauerland 2003; Sauerland, Andersen & Yatsushiro 2005; Spector 2007; Zweig

2009; Ivlieva 2013; Mayr 2015). �is is because implicatures, and in particular scalar implicatures,

exhibit a similar monotonicity pa�ern. To illustrate, a familiar example of a scalar implicature
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is (9). In interpreting a positive sentence containing a disjunction phrase “A or B”, we typically

infer the exclusive ‘A or B but not both.’ For example, (9a) implies (9b).

(9) a. Leo ate the apple or the orange.

b.  Leo did not eat both the apple and the orange.

When disjunction is embedded under negation, however, it is typically interpreted inclusively,

rather than exclusively: (10a) is typically interpreted as (10b) and not as (10c); the la�er corre-

sponds to the negation of the exclusive meaning of disjunction and is compatible with Leo eating

both the apple and the orange. But (10a) doesn’t seem compatible with such a situation.
3

(10) a. Leo didn’t eat the apple or the orange.

b.  Leo didn’t eat the apple and he didn’t eat the orange.

c.  Leo either ate both the apple and the orange or he ate neither of them.

Both multiplicity inferences and classical scalar implicatures, then, share the property of arising

in upward-entailing environments and disappearing in downward-entailing environments. �is

parallelism in their sensitivity to monotonicity has led some researchers to capture the ‘more

than one’ meaning of the plural in the same manner as classical scalar implicatures.

A standard approach to deriving scalar implicatures like (9) is to treat them as arising from

the hearer’s reasoning about what the speaker actually said compared to what she could have

otherwise said, assuming she was being a cooperative conversational partner (see Grice 1975 and

much subsequent work). Simplifying, the implicature above would arise from the comparison

of the original assertion with alternative assertions that could have been u�ered but were not.

In particular, a sentence with the weak scalar term “or” is compared to the stronger alternative

sentence containing “and”:

(11) a. Leo ate the apple or the orange.

b. Leo ate the apple and the orange.

Assuming the speaker is being as informative as she can be, the fact that she u�ered the assertion

containing “or” rather than the stronger, more informative alternative containing “and”, invites

the listener to conclude that the speaker was not in a position to assert the stronger alternative.

If the listener further believes that the speaker is well-informed with respect to the alternative,

she will infer that the stronger alternative must therefore be false; the inference in (9b) is thus

entered into the listener’s mental model of the conversational context.

�is reasoning also naturally explains why (10a) doesn’t give rise to an implicature and, as

we observed, is instead interpreted as the negation of an inclusive disjunction. �e correspond-

ing alternative that the speaker might have instead u�ered would be (12), but (12) is not more

informative than (10a); it is in fact weaker than (10a). �e listener therefore does not draw an

implicature from the speaker’s use of (10a).

(12) Leo didn’t eat the apple and the orange.

�e implicature approach to multiplicity inferences extends this proposal to plural sentences like

3
�ere is a possible marked reading of (10a) that appears to be compatible with such a situation; we return to this

below.
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(1a) and (2a). Roughly, the idea is the following. A sentence like (1a), repeated below in (13),

is assumed to unambiguously mean that Emily fed one or more gira�es. Upon hearing (13), the

listener reasons about why the speaker didn’t instead say something to the e�ect of (14).
4

(13) Emily fed gira�es.

(14) Emily fed exactly one gira�e.

Given that (14) would have been more informative than (13), the listener concludes that the

speaker must believe that (14) is false. But if (13) is true and (14) is false, the result is then exactly

the multiplicity inference we are a�er, as illustrated in (15):

(15) Emily fed one or more gira�es and it’s not true that she fed exactly one gira�e =Emily

fed more than one gira�e.

�is approach can also explain why, as with the disjunction case above, the negative (2a), repeated

below in (16), is not associated with any inference. �is is because the listener will compare (16)

to its alternative in (17). (17), however, is weaker than (16) and therefore the listener will not

draw any implicature from (16).

(16) Emily didn’t feed gira�es.

(17) Emily didn’t feed exactly one gira�e.

Finally, the scalar implicature approach can also capture the additional reading of the negated

plural in (8), repeated below in (18). (18) typically involves stress or emphasis on the syllable

containing the “-s” morpheme, and results in a reading that excludes the singularity. Notice

that this kind of reading also arises with standard scalar items like disjunction; for instance, (19),

when pronounced with stress on “or”, also has a marked reading compatible with Leo eating both

the apple and the orange. �e implicature approach uni�es the two cases, extending the same

mechanism from the standard scalar (19) to the plural (18). Generally, the way of generating these

marked readings is to postulate a local scalar implicature that is computed under the scope of the

negation. Given that implicatures tend not to arise under negation, the readings in (18) and (19)

are correctly predicted to be marked.

(18) Emily didn’t feed gira�es, because she fed only one!

(19) Leo didn’t eat the apple or the orange, he ate both!

4
Di�erent versions of the implicature approach di�er in how they derive the alternative that we have paraphrased

in (14). For instance, the account in Spector (2007) involves higher order implicatures, where (14) is the correspond-

ing singular version of (1a) enriched with its own implicatures. In Mayr (2015), Zweig (2009), and Ivlieva (2013),

multiplicity inferences are derived by calculating an implicature at an embedded level of the sentence containing the

plural. Our experiments will not hinge on a particular version of the scalar implicature approach, since the exper-

imentalal hypothesis is consistent with all current scalar implicature-based accounts. Finally, an account based on

an implicature reasoning over the assumed presuppositions of the singular versus plural forms, rather than a scalar

implicature mechanism, has also been defended in Sauerland et al. (2005). �e predictions of this account are very

similar to the ones of the scalar implicature accounts we have mentioned, with the exception of what they predict

regarding the relationship between multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures. We will focus here on the pre-

dictions of the general implicature approach, leaving to future research a more �ne-grained study of the predictions

of di�erent versions of the implicature approach.
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1.2.3 �e homogeneity approach

Plural de�nite descriptions such as “the gira�es” typically give rise to so-called homogeneity ef-

fects: the positive �e gira�es are tall and the negative �e gira�es aren’t tall are neither true nor

false when the group of gira�es is not homogeneous with respect to the property of being tall,

i.e. when only some of the gira�es are tall (Löbner 1987; Schwarzschild 1994; Križ 2015). Križ

(2015) provides an account of this homogeneity e�ect, and Križ (2017) extends it to account for

the multiplicity inference of bare plurals. �e general idea under the homogeneity approach is

that predicates applied to pluralities can not only be true or false, but also unde�ned under certain

conditions.

On the homogeneity theory, homogeneity arises as a lexical property of predicates, in com-

bination with a general homogeneity principle. �ese two ingredients together yield trivalent

truth conditions for sentences involving predicates applied to pluralities. For example, the nom-

inal predicate gira�es has the meaning in (20):

(20) [[gira�es]] = λx


1 i� x is a plurality of gira�es

0 i� x doesn’t contain any gira�e

# otherwise


As Križ (2017) shows, when a predicate like (20) appears in an episodic sentence such as (21), it

gives rise to the following trivalent truth-conditions: it is true when both (22a) and (22b) are true,

false when both are false, and unde�ned otherwise. �is gives us the intuitively correct reading

of the sentence in (21), namely that it’s true if and only if Emily fed more than one gira�e.

(21) Emily fed gira�es.

(22) a. Emily fed one or more gira�es.

b. Emily fed multiple gira�es.

When (21) is negated, as in (23), the unde�nedness is una�ected by negation, so that the condi-

tions for (23) are as follows: (23) is true when both (24a) and (24b) are true, false when both are

false, and unde�ned otherwise. �ese appear to be the correct conditions for (23) and in particular

they capture the intuition that the sentence is true if and only if Emily didn’t feed any gira�es.
5

(23) Emily didn’t feed gira�es.

(24) a. Emily didn’t feed one or more gira�es.

b. Emily didn’t feed multiple gira�es.

In sum, the homogeneity approach can account for the alternation between positive and negative

cases.

For the cases of cancellation that we have seen above, Križ (2017) appeals to a pragmatic

principle for dealing with unde�nedness, which allows the use of a sentence even if unde�ned in

the context, as long as the actual situation that makes the sentence unde�ned is equivalent to a

situation that would make the sentence true. �is principle is summarized in (25).

5
Note that the negation assumed here is standard negation, making a true sentence false, a false sentence true,

and keeping the unde�nedness una�ected.
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(25) An unde�ned sentence can be used when the situation described in the context is, for

current purposes, equivalent to the situation in which the sentence is true. [Križ 2017,

p. 22]

Returning to the example in (26), the prediction is that it can be used felicitously to the extent that

we can accommodate in the context that the distinction between Emily feeding just one gira�e

and her feeding no gira�es is irrelevant (i.e. it only ma�ers whether she fed more than one gira�e

or not).

(26) Emily didn’t feed gira�es, because she fed only one!

In sum, all three approaches can account for the di�erent readings associated with plural

morphology in English and in particular for the observed sensitivity to monotonicity. In the next

subsection, we turn to the di�erent predictions they make for children and adults, which will

motivate the experiments in Sections 3, 4, and 5.

1.3 Predictions
All three approaches are designed to capture the observation that multiplicity inferences arise in

upward-entailing environments but generally not in downward-entailing environments. Under

all three approaches, then, we should expect to observe an e�ect of monotonicity on the rate of

multiplicity inference computation. �e three approaches diverge, however, along three dimen-

sions: the status of positive versus negative plural sentences in singular contexts, the predictions

they make in relation to the acquisition of the readings of the plural, and the relationship between

multiplicity inferences and implicatures more generally. We turn to each of these next.

1.3.1 �e status of positive vs. negative sentences

As Križ (2017) points out, the status of positive vs. negative plural sentences is an important

point of divergence in predictions among the alternative approaches to the plural. Consider the

sentences in (27a) and (27b) in a context in which Emily fed only one gira�e.

(27) a. Emily fed gira�es.

b. Emily didn’t feed gira�es.

�e homogeneity and ambiguity approaches make symmetric predictions here. �e former pre-

dicts both to be unde�ned. �e la�er predicts both to be false (or both to be true, if the Strongest

Meaning Principle is overridden). �e implicature approach, on the other hand, is compatible

with — and in fact even predicts — a di�erence between the two polarities. �is is because the

positive case is literally true in the given context, but gives rise to a false implicature, while the

negative case is plainly false.
6

�e status of (27a) versus (27b) is therefore an important data point

to test the predictions of the three di�erent approaches.

6
As we have noted in Section 1.2.2, the implicature approach does make possible a marked reading of the negative

sentence along the lines of example (18); in such cases, the plural morpheme is typically focused, and the reading

is captured by positing local computation of the implicature under negation. While the reading is marked to begin

with (as direct implicatures typically do not occur under negation), we nevertheless ensured that the negative test

sentences in our experiments were produced as neutrally as possible, without added stress on the plural morpheme.
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1.3.2 �e acquisition of the plural

�e three approaches also di�er in the predictions they make for the acquisition of the plural and

how children might, at a certain stage of development, di�er from adults in this area.

On the implicature approach, the expectation is that children should behave roughly as they

do with implicatures more generally. If, as has been reported in much previous developmental

literature, 4–6-year-old children di�er from adults in their computation of scalar implicatures,

then everything being equal, we should expect a similar di�erence between the two groups when

it comes to multiplicity inferences as well. We will discuss the predictions about the relation

between scalar implicatures and multiplicity inferences in the next subsection.

On the ambiguity approach, the predictions for children’s acquisition of the plural depend on

what assumptions are made about the acquisition of the proposed meanings for the plural and the

Strongest Meaning Principle. On this approach, children need to have acquired the two proposed

meanings of the plural and be able to rely on a Strongest Meaning Principle in order to behave in

an adult-like manner. Given these prerequisites, there are three main scenarios in which children

might not be adult-like. �ey might go through a developmental stage where they have only

acquired one of the two meanings of the plural (either the weak or the strong). Or, they might

go through a stage where they have acquired both meanings for the plural, but are not yet able

to deploy the Strongest Meaning Principle in an adult-like way. �ese three possible scenarios

will lead to di�erent predictions for how children will respond to plural sentences, compared to

adults. For instance, if children have only acquired the strong meaning of the plural, they should

appear adult-like on the plural in upward-entailing linguistic environments but not in downward-

entailing environments; if they have only acquired the weak meaning of the plural, they should

only appear adult-like in downward-entailing environments. On the other hand, if they have

acquired both meanings of the plural but cannot yet make use of the Strongest Meaning Principle

in selecting a reading, they might not be guided by the relative strength of the two meanings of

the plural in the same way that adults are. �ey might instead, for example, always charitably go

with the interpretation that is made true in the context.

Finally, in the case of the homogeneity approach, adult-like behavior is dependent on children

having acquired the homogeneity principle and the pragmatic principle for dealing with unde-

�nedness. If they have acquired both, they should perform like adults; if they are missing either

ingredient, they will not perform like adults. Importantly, there isn’t an obvious way to distin-

guish between upward- and downward-entailing contexts in this respect; either children will be

adult-like in both upward- and downward-entailing contexts, or they will be non-adult-like in

both.

1.3.3 Multiplicity inferences vs. implicatures

�e three approaches also make di�erent predictions regarding how multiplicity inferences com-

pare to standard scalar implicatures. Consider �rst the implicature approach. If multiplicity in-

ferences are merely scalar implicatures, one might expect to observe the same kind of behavioral

pro�le for multiplicity inferences as we observe for standard cases of scalar implicature. �e

nature of this uniformity prediction is somewhat complicated, however, by the observation that

adults (as a group) vary quite widely in how much they compute di�erent kinds of scalar impli-

catures (van Tiel, van Miltenburg, Zevakhina & Geurts (2014) observe that implicature rates vary
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quite widely across lexical scales, e.g., “some”/“all”, “try”/“succeed”, “cool”/“cold”, etc.). One way

to tackle this complication is to compare inference rates across populations that are reported to

di�er in their performance on implicatures. In particular, children have been reported to compute

fewer standard implicatures than adults (barring special experimental manipulations and/or the

use of certain scales). If multiplicity inferences are merely scalar implicatures, we should expect

to see similar between group di�erences when we compare the two scales. For example, we should

expect to see fewer of both kinds of inferences from children compared to adults, even if adults

may compute the two inferences at di�erent rates. Let us formulate this uniformity prediction of

the implicature approach as in (28).

(28) Uniformity prediction of the implicature approach: If multiplicity inferences and

scalar implicatures are of the same nature, we expect to observe the same pa�ern of

between-group di�erences (or between-group similarities) across the two kinds of impli-

catures.

In this respect, a comparison between 4–5-year-old children and adults is particularly useful, as

it has been widely reported in the developmental literature that these two groups di�er con-

siderably in how o�en they compute implicatures. While there has been considerable variation

in the reported rates of children’s success with scalar implicatures, a consistent �nding is that

children compute fewer standard scalar implicatures than adults do, unless special experimental

manipulations are implemented (Noveck 2001; Gualmini, Crain, Meroni, Chierchia & Guasti 2001;

Chierchia, Crain, Guasti & �ornton 2001; Papafragou & Musolino 2003; Barner, Brooks & Bale

2011; Katsos & Bishop 2011; Tieu, Romoli, Zhou & Crain 2016, among many others). For instance,

children typically accept sentences such as (29a) in situations where the stronger alternative (29b)

is also true. �is observation has usually been taken to indicate that children fail to compute the

implicature in (29c).

(29) a. Emily fed some of the gira�es.

b. Emily fed all of the gira�es.

c. Emily didn’t feed all of the gira�es.

If multiplicity inferences are scalar implicatures, then we expect children to likewise compute

fewer multiplicity inferences from plural morphology, compared to adults.
7

�e ambiguity and homogeneity approaches, on the other hand, make no particular predic-

tions with respect to the relationship between multiplicity inferences and implicatures, since they

do not relate the two phenomena. A convincing case could therefore be made against the implica-

ture approach, if non-uniformity of the two phenomena were observed across populations. Any

other result would be compatible with all three approaches.

In sum, while all three approaches to the plural make the same prediction regarding an ef-

fect of monotonicity (namely, more multiplicity inferences in upward- than downward-entailing

linguistic environments), there are other areas where their predictions diverge: the status of pos-

7
We will focus on the ‘not all’ implicature of “some”, as it has been extensively studied in the developmental

literature. Crucially, previous acquisition studies have reported that children consistently compute fewer ‘not all’

implicatures from “some” than adults do; moreover, among the numerous scales tested by van Tiel et al. (2014), adults

generated the ‘not all’ inference more o�en than most other implicatures, so it provides a good testing ground for

children’s ability to compute implicatures.
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itive versus negative plural sentences in singular contexts, the relationship between multiplicity

inferences and standard implicatures, and the relative performance of children and adults on the

two kinds of inferences. Before moving on to our experiments, we will brie�y describe one pre-

vious study that set out to test the implicature theory in children and adults, which will allow us

to raise some potential issues that we then address in our own experiments.

2 Previous studies
�ere has been greater experimental investigation of multiplicity inferences in recent years. In

particular, there have been studies investigating the suspension of multiplicity inferences com-

pared to that of standard implicatures (Pearson et al. 2011), the sensitivity of the multiplicity

inference to contextual manipulations (Grimm 2013), the di�erent readings associated with plu-

ral sentences (Patson, George & Warren 2014; Patson 2016; Sauerland, Andersen & Yatsushiro

2005; Dieuleveut, Chemla & Spector 2019) (see Tieu & Romoli 2018 for an overview of the recent

experimental literature on plurality). We will focus here on two previous studies, one involving

a comparison of the multiplicity inference in children versus adults, and the other investigating

the cancellability of the multiplicity inference. As we will discuss, the studies present somewhat

mixed evidence for the implicature approach.

2.1 Sauerland, Andersen & Yatsushiro (2005)
Sauerland, Andersen & Yatsushiro (2005) compared adults’ and children’s performance on multi-

plicity inferences, with the aim of testing the hypothesis that the la�er is a form of implicature. If

multiplicity inferences are derived as implicatures, one might expect adults and children to treat

the two kinds of inferences in a parallel fashion. As mentioned, while there is considerable vari-

ability in the developmental results concerning children’s ability to compute scalar implicatures,

a fairly consistent �nding has been that children compute fewer classical scalar implicatures than

adults. �ere has since been research indicating children can succeed on certain kinds of impli-

catures, in certain experimental contexts (e.g., Papafragou & Musolino 2003; Miller et al. 2005;

Barner et al. 2011; Katsos & Bishop 2011; Stiller et al. 2015; Tieu et al. 2016; Singh et al. 2016). We

will set aside for now a discussion of what particular features facilitate children’s computation of

implicatures, and for the moment assume the basic reported pa�ern of children’s implicatures:

without special experimental manipulations or the use of certain scales, children compute fewer

implicatures than adults do. If this is so, and if we further assume that multiplicity inferences

are implicatures, we are led to the prediction that children should also exhibit di�culty com-

puting multiplicity inferences. In particular, they should compute fewer multiplicity inferences

than adults, in the same kinds of contexts where they have been shown to compute fewer scalar

implicatures than adults.

Sauerland et al. (2005) designed an experiment that involved a puppet playing the role of an

alien asking questions about life on earth. In particular, the puppet would ask participants polar

questions such as (30). �e expectation was that a reading involving the multiplicity inference

(e.g., Does a dog have more than one tail?) would lead to a negative answer, given common knowl-

edge, while a literal interpretation of the question (e.g., Does a dog have one or more tails?) would

lead to an a�rmative response.
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(30) Does a dog have tails?

�e authors compared (30) to control questions like (31), in which the literal meaning of the plural

is incompatible with world knowledge, and with (32), in which both the literal meaning of the

plural and the multiplicity inference are compatible with world knowledge.

(31) Does a boy have beaks?

(32) Does a cat have feet?

�e authors tested 14 children aged 3-5 years, and found the following pa�ern. Children were

adult-like on the control questions, responding negatively to (31) and a�rmatively to (32). How-

ever, they produced more a�rmative responses to target questions like (30) than adults did, an-

swering ‘yes’ to such questions 96% of the time. �is would indicate that children accessed the

literal meaning of the question in (30), i.e. Does a dog have one or more tails?

�e observed di�erence between children and adults closely mirrors the di�erences that have

been reported in studies of standard implicatures, with children tending to accept implicature

targets more than adults. Sauerland et al.’s (2005) results therefore provide a �rst piece of evidence

in favor of the implicature approach to multiplicity.

As Sauerland et al. (2005) point out, however (see also Pearson et al. 2011; Tieu et al. 2014),

their study has some potential limitations. First, multiplicity inferences are not always computed

in polar questions, even by adults. Sauerland et al. (2005) discuss examples like (33), drawn from

Kri�a (1989), in which a response assuming a multiplicity inference from (33a) seems to be infe-

licitous.

(33) a. Does your o�ce have windows?

b. Yes, (only one though).

c. #No, only one.

Sauerland et al. (2005) a�ribute the di�erence between a question like (33a) and one like their

experimental (30) to whether the person asking the question already knows the answer to the

question, with the relevant distinction being that between true information-seeking questions and

exam-type questions. According to the authors, only exam-type questions systematically give rise

to multiplicity inferences. As Pearson et al. (2011) point out, however, the experimental se�ing

in Sauerland et al. (2005) was precisely one in which the puppet was asking true information-

seeking questions; the puppet was ignorant about life on earth and wanted to acquire information

by asking the participants questions about life on earth. It is therefore unclear that this distinction

is relevant for explaining how the participants behaved in Sauerland et al.’s (2005) study.

Moreover, Sauerland et al.’s (2005) experimental stimuli involved generic interpretations,

which could have been misinterpreted by participants as containing dependent plurals. For ex-

ample, children might have interpreted (30) along the lines of, Do dogs have tails?, in which case

yes-responses would be entirely reasonable, independently of the children’s ability to compute

multiplicity inferences.

In sum, while the �ndings of Sauerland et al.’s (2005) study can be taken to provide some

initial suggestive evidence in favor of an implicature approach, the results are not conclusive for

the reasons just discussed.
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2.2 Pearson, Khan & Snedeker (2011)
Pearson, Khan & Snedeker (2011) tackle the hypothesis that multiplicity inferences are implica-

tures from a di�erent angle. �ey report an experiment aiming to investigate whether multiplicity

inferences are cancellable in upward-entailing contexts, the way that standard scalar implicatures

typically are. �e authors used a Covered Box task, modelled on a design by Huang, Spelke &

Snedeker (2013), who investigated exact interpretations of numerals in comparison to the not

all inference of “some”. In the Huang et al. study, the authors presented participants with three

boxes, only two of which had visible contents; the third box was ‘covered’ so that participants

could not see what was inside. On each trial, participants listened to a description and had to

choose the box that matched the description. As an example, participants might see a covered

box alongside two visible boxes containing one and three cookies, respectively. �ey would then

be directed by the experimenter to “Give me the box with two cookies.” If the exactly-n meaning

of the numeral was a cancellable implicature, participants should select the box containing three

cookies; but if the exact meaning was instead part of the semantics of the numeral, participants

should instead opt for the covered box. �e main �nding was that adults chose the covered box

for the numeral targets, while for “some” they were more willing to cancel the implicature by

selecting the box where Cookie Monster had all of the cookies.

On the hypothesis that the multiplicity inference is an implicature, much like the not all impli-

cature of “some”, one should expect participants to be able to cancel the inference and select one

of the visible boxes. Pearson et al. (2011) presented participants with three cards at a time, one

of them face down and two of them visible to the participants. For example, alongside the face

down card, participants might see a visible card in which Big Bird had no kite and one in which

Big Bird had just one kite. Participants would then heard the instruction: Point to the card where

Big Bird has kites. If participants could cancel the multiplicity inference (Point to the card where

Big Bird has one or more kites), they would be able to select the visible picture where Big Bird had

only one kite; but if participants accessed a multiplicity inference (i.e. Point to the card where Big

Bird has more than one kite), they would instead be expected to select the covered picture.

In Pearson et al.’s (2011) �rst experiment, conducted with 16 native speakers of English, par-

ticipants displayed a strong preference for the face down card on target trials, in parallel with

Huang et al.’s (2013) results for the numeral targets but in contrast to their results for the some

targets. Such a �nding would appear to run against the implicature approach, which would pre-

dict that the multiplicity inference and not all implicature should be similarly cancellable in the

given contexts.
8

In a follow-up experiment, Pearson et al. (2011) introduced the term “only” into the test sen-

tences, e.g., Point to the card where Big Bird only has kites, and observed more selections of the

visible picture in which Big Bird had exactly one kite. �e authors speculate that this could be

due to the fact that on a standard semantics of “only,” the multiplicity inference is merely pre-

supposed, and not asserted. Yet this still leaves unexplained the di�erence between the plural

and “some”: in the same experimental set-up, the la�er implicature but not the former is easily

cancellable, even in the absence of “only”.

In sum, Pearson et al.’s (2011) results do not argue conclusively in favor of the implicature

8
Note that Pearson et al. did not set out to test the ambiguity account. �e ambiguity approach would predict

that the multiplicity inference could be cancelled in certain circumstances, in particular when the context makes the

multiplicity reading implausible.
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account, which cannot explain why the multiplicity inference should be harder to cancel than the

scalar implicature of “some”.

In the remainder of this paper, we will present three experiments investigating adults’ and

children’s interpretations of multiplicity inferences in upward- and downward-entailing linguis-

tic environments. As we will see, the results of the three experiments are consistent with the

predictions of the implicature approach but pose a challenge for the ambiguity and homogeneity

approaches. More speci�cally, the challenge for these la�er approaches is to account for the �nd-

ing that children are relatively more adult-like in downward-entailing than in upward-entailing

contexts, and for the �nding that adults judge positive plural sentences di�erently from nega-

tive plural sentences in the same context, a pa�ern that is straightforwardly predicted by the

implicature approach.

3 Experiment 1
We designed a Truth Value Judgment Task (Crain & �ornton 1998) to assess the interpretations

that adults and children assign to declarative sentences with singular and plural descriptions, in

both upward and downward-entailing environments.
9

Testing the interpretations of declarative

sentences allowed us to avoid the potential problem that was associated with the disappearance

of multiplicity inferences in polar questions in Sauerland et al. (2005).

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants

We tested 28 English-speaking children (4; 01 − 5; 09,M = 4; 11) and 43 adult native speakers

of English at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia. Two additional children and one adult

were tested but were excluded from the data analysis, as their accuracy rate on control trials was

below 75%.

3.1.2 Procedure

Participants watched a series of short stories told by an experimenter, presented through pictures

on a laptop computer. �e pictures were presented in a Powerpoint presentation. Participants

were introduced to a puppet who they were told would interact with them via webcam. In fact,

videos of the puppet’s lines were pre-recorded, and were played at various points during the sto-

ries to create the ruse that the puppet was participating live via webcam. Following each story,

the puppet appeared on the screen and was asked a question about the story. �e participant’s

task was to judge the puppet’s answers to the questions. Child participants were given a score

sheet with two columns, one headed by a “happy face” and one headed by a “sad face”; the chil-

dren were asked to place a stamp under the “happy face” if the puppet had answered the question

correctly, and to place a stamp under the “sad face” if the puppet’s answer was wrong. Once

they indicated their responses, children were asked why they thought the puppet’s sentence was

right/wrong. �ese justi�cations were audiorecorded and later transcribed. Adult participants

9
Experiment 1 is also reported in Tieu, Bill, Romoli & Crain (2014).
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Figure 1: Final image accompanying either the plural test sentence Emily fed pigs or the singular

test sentence Emily fed a pig.

had similar score sheets but were asked to place a checkmark in the appropriate column; adults

also had a third column in which to write short justi�cations for their responses. �e task gen-

erally took about 20 minutes to complete for children and between 10-15 minutes for adults.

3.1.3 Materials

We adopted a 2x2x2 design with three factors: group (adults vs. children), number (singular vs.

plural, between subjects), and monotonicity (upward- vs. downward-entailing, within subjects).

Participants were randomly assigned to either the singular or plural condition. In total, there

were six test stories and eight control stories, which were presented in pseudo-randomized order.

�ree of the critical test stories were associated with a positive (plural or singular) sentence, and

three with a negative (plural or singular) sentence.

Consider �rst the upward-entailing condition. On these three trials, the main character in the

story executed an action on only one object from a set of objects; in the plural condition, partic-

ipants heard a test sentence with a bare plural, while participants heard a singular noun phrase

in the singular condition. See (34) for an example test item and Figure 1 for the accompanying

�nal image.

(34) Story: Emily is visiting the pig farm today. It’s lunchtime for the pigs. Emily has an

apple, and that’s just enough to feed the �rst pig! Oh no! What about the other pigs? �e

farmer says, “�at’s okay, Emily! I’ll feed the others later!” So in the end, Emily only fed

this pig!

Experimenter: Hey Ellie, what happened in the story?

a. Puppet: Emily fed pigs! Plural condition

b. Puppet: Emily fed a pig! Singular condition

As seen in (34) and in Figure 1, emphasis was placed on the single pig that was fed. To make it

very clear that only that particular pig was fed, the prompt contained the focus particle only and

a de�nite determiner (i.e. Emily only fed this pig!); moreover, a red arrow was added to the picture

and the experimenter pointed to the pig on the screen when referring to it.
10

10
�is was also meant to highlight the episodic nature of the description, i.e. that there was a single event involving

the feeding of one pig in particular, and to avoid a possible activity reading of the plural test sentence, e.g., Emily was
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Figure 2: Final image accompanying either the plural test sentence Emily didn’t feed gira�es or

the singular test sentence Emily didn’t feed a gira�e.

In the plural condition, participants who computed the multiplicity inference in the upward-

entailing condition were expected to reject the sentence Emily fed pigs, since it was false that

Emily fed more than one pig. �e singular test sentence was true in the context, however. �us we

expected di�erent responses to singular and plural sentences in the upward-entailing condition.

�e stories for the downward-entailing condition were the same in structure, but the test

sentences included negation. Here we expected participants to reject the test sentences in both

the singular and plural conditions. In other words, the di�erence between singular and plural

should be neutralized under negation. We did, however, expect some proportion of participants

to accept the negative test sentences in such contexts if they were able to access a meaning like

(8), Emily didn’t feed gira�es, because she fed only one! See (35) for an example test item and Figure

2 for the accompanying �nal image.

(35) Story: Emily is visiting the zoo today. It’s lunchtime for the animals. Emily has just

enough food to feed this very tall gira�e! Oh no! What about the other gira�es? �e

zookeeper says, “�at’s okay, Emily! I’ll feed the others later!” So in the end, Emily only

fed this gira�e!

Experimenter: Hey Ellie, what happened in the story?

a. Puppet: Emily didn’t feed gira�es! Plural target

b. Puppet: Emily didn’t feed a gira�e!
11

Singular target

Both the plural and the singular test conditions also included two positive and two negative

inde�nite control items. �ese control items were designed to elicit the opposite responses to

pig-feeding. Note, however, that even if the activity reading were to arise, it would nevertheless involve the literal

meaning of the plural. �e test sentence in (34a) would then have a meaning along the lines of �ere was a feeding

event involving Mary as the agent and one or more gira�es as the patient. Crucially, whether or not participants

access the activity reading (that we have actively tried to suppress), they should accept the sentence only if they

access the literal ‘one or more’ interpretation of the plural. If they access the ‘more than one’ plurality inference,

they should reject the sentence, regardless of whether or not they access an activity reading.

11
Notice that this sentence potentially has an interpretation on which the inde�nite takes scope over negation:

there is a gira�e that Emily didn’t feed. In this case, the sentence would be true in the given context. To avoid

this speci�c/wide-scope reading as much as possible, the relevant pictures, for example that in Figure 2, contained

multiple identical animals that were not fed; this way, none of them would stand out from the others. As we will see

below, adults and children generally did not interpret the sentence in this way.
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those of the critical test trials. In addition to helping to make sure participants stayed on task,

the addition of these controls allowed us to ensure that the participants could give both yes- and

no-responses to the test sentences under appropriate circumstances. In the plural condition, the

controls corresponded to two positive plural sentences in contexts that satis�ed the multiplicity

inference, e.g., (36), and two true negative plural sentences, e.g., (37):

(36) Plural positive control (yes-target):

Context: Sammy painted two birds.

Puppet: Sammy painted birds.

(37) Plural negative control (yes-target):

Context: Sammy drew one cat.

Puppet: Sammy didn’t draw dogs.

In the singular condition, two control stories made the positive singular test sentences false,

e.g.,(38), and two control stories made the negative test sentences true, e.g., (39).

(38) Singular positive control (no-target):

Context: Sammy painted one bird.

Puppet: Sammy painted a tree.

(39) Singular negative control (yes-target):

Context: Sammy drew one cat.

Puppet: Sammy didn’t draw a dog.

All participants also received four negation controls, which involved negative sentences contain-

ing a de�nite noun phrase rather than a bare plural or an inde�nite a-noun phrase, e.g., (40). �ese

trials ensured that child participants had no di�culty interpreting negation independently of the

plural or a-NP. �e negation control trials could be associated with either a yes- or a no-target;

the targets were selected based on participants’ responses to the critical test items, enabling us

to balance the overall number of yes- and no-responses.

(40) Negation control:

Context: Sally had a choice between the chocolate and the apple, and in the end ate the apple.

a. Puppet: Sally didn’t eat the chocolate. (yes-target)

b. Puppet: Sally didn’t eat the apple. (no-target)

To summarize, each participant received 6 critical test trials: 3 corresponding to either plural or

singular sentences in upward-entailing environments, and 3 corresponding to either plural or

singular sentences in downward-entailing environments. In addition, each participant received

8 control trials: 2 positive and 2 negative sentences that elicited the opposite truth values from

those of the corresponding critical trials, and 4 negation controls. �e 14 trials were presented in

pseudo-randomized order.
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Singular targets

Adults and children accepted the positive singular targets 100% of the time, justifying their re-

sponses as in (41). �ey also rejected the negative singular targets (adults 100% of the time and

children 98% of the time), justifying their responses as in (42).

(41) Justi�cations for accepting positive singular target

(Test sentence: Emily fed a pig.)

a. “Because she gave the apple to one pig.”

b. “Because Emily fed the pig.”

(42) Justi�cation for rejecting negative singular target

(Test sentence: Emily didn’t feed a gira�e.)

“Because she did feed a gira�e.”

3.2.2 Plural targets

In the upward-entailing condition, no-responses were taken to be indicative of multiplicity in-

ferences, while in the downward-entailing condition, yes-responses corresponded to multiplicity

inferences. Recall that the la�er would correspond to the strong reading in the ambiguity ap-

proach and to the locally computed implicature reading in the implicature approach. �e yes-

and no-responses to the critical test items were recoded as either 1 (an inference-based response)

or 0 (a non-inference response). Figure 3 provides a sca�erplot over a barplot, indicating the

mean proportions of responses consistent with the computation of the multiplicity inference.

We ��ed a mixed e�ects logistic regression model to the recoded data (using the lme4 pack-

age in R, R Core Team 2016; Bates et al. 2015), with Polarity (Positive vs. Negative), Group (Adult

vs. Child), and their interaction as �xed e�ects, and random by-participant slopes for Polarity. We

then used χ2
statistics with one degree of freedom to compare models with and without the given

�xed e�ects, which revealed signi�cant e�ects of Polarity (χ2(1) = 15.4, p < .001) and Group

(χ2(1) = 10.6, p < .01), and no interaction between Polarity and Group (χ2(1) = 1.64, p = .20).

�e results indicate that both groups computed more multiplicity inferences in the upward-

entailing condition than in the downward-entailing condition, and that adults computed more

inferences than children in both conditions. �at participants computed multiplicity inferences

at all in the downward-entailing condition suggests that participants sometimes accessed the in-

terpretation in (43), repeated from above. On the ambiguity approach, such a reading would arise

from participants ignoring the Strongest Meaning hypothesis, while on the implicature approach,

this would correspond to local computation of the multiplicity inference in the scope of negation.

(43) Emily didn’t feed gira�es, she fed only one!

�e follow-up justi�cations produced by participants were used to con�rm that they were indeed

accessing one of the possible target interpretations. For example, some justi�cations from chil-

dren who did not compute the multiplicity inference in the positive condition (i.e. children who

responded ‘yes’) made reference to a singularity:
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Experiment 1: Multiplicity inferences

Figure 3: Mean proportion of inference-based responses to the positive and negative plural tar-

gets. Dots represent individual participants’ rates of inference-based responses.

(44) Sample justi�cations for yes-responses in upward-entailing condition

(Test sentence: Emily fed pigs.)

a. “Because she feed a pig.”

b. “Because she said the pig has been feeded, and that happened.”

Justi�cations from children who computed the multiplicity inference in the positive condition

(i.e. children who responded ‘no’) referred to the fact that Emily had not fed a plurality of pigs:

(45) Sample justi�cations for no-responses in upward-entailing condition

(Test sentence: Emily fed pigs.)

a. “Because she didn’t feed all of them.”

b. “Because she didn’t feed pigs, she only fed a pig.”

c. “Because she was only going to feed that big fat pig.”

�e following is a justi�cation from a child who responded ‘no’ in the negative condition:

(46) Sample justi�cation for no-responses in downward-entailing condition

(Test sentence: Emily didn’t feed gira�es.)

“Because she said Emily didn’t feed the gira�es, and she did.”

Finally, justi�cations from children who appear to have computed the multiplicity inference lo-

cally in the scope of negation made reference to a singularity:

(47) Sample justi�cations for yes-responses in downward-entailing condition

(Test sentence: Emily didn’t color diamonds.)

a. “Because she only did one diamond.”
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b. “Because she colored that one, but not the other ones.”

3.3 Summary
Experiment 1 overcame some possible limitations of the previous study by Sauerland et al. (2005):

�rst, we examined upward-entailing contexts, which allowed us to �nd a clear di�erence between

children and adults, and second, there is no clear way in which our stimuli could have been mis-

interpreted as involving dependent plurals. �e experiment revealed that the child participants

computed fewer multiplicity inferences than adults did. Eight out of the 14 children in the plural

condition accepted the test sentences on at least two of the three upward-entailing trials, ap-

parently failing to access the ‘more than one’ meaning of the plural. �is �nding is consistent

with previous �ndings from the developmental literature on children’s computation of scalar im-

plicatures, and is consistent with the scalar implicature approach to multiplicity inferences. If

multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures are one and the same, then it is not surprising that

children exhibit the same developmental pa�ern across the two phenomena. On the other hand,

as we will discuss further in Section 6, the �nding that children distinguished the two polarities

at all requires further explanation under the ambiguity and homogeneity approaches.

4 Experiment 2
While the �nding that children computed fewer multiplicity inferences than adults in Experiment

1 is consistent with a general implicature approach, the reported results in the existing literature

reveal variation across both scales and studies. We reasoned that a within-subject design would

enable us to be�er compare children’s performance on multiplicity inferences and classical scalar

implicatures, and conducted a second experiment to further target the relationship between the

two.

4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants

We tested 17 English-speaking children (4; 01 − 5; 05,M = 4; 07) and 27 adult native speakers

of English, at Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia. All participants correctly answered at

least six of 8 controls and were therefore included in the analysis.

4.1.2 Procedure

�e procedure was the same as in Experiment 1. Participants watched a series of short stories

presented by an experimenter, told through sequences of cartoon images on a laptop computer.

Participants were asked to judge a puppet’s descriptions of the short stories. Child participants

recorded their answers with stamps on a score sheet and provided verbal justi�cations, while

adults �lled out similar score sheets and provided wri�en justi�cations. As in the �rst experiment,

the task took about 20 minutes to complete for children, and between 10-15 minutes for adults.
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Figure 4: Final image accompanying the scalar implicature test sentence Lion carried some of the

apples.

4.1.3 Materials

We manipulated three factors: group (children vs. adults), inference type (multiplicity inference

vs. standard implicature, within subjects), and within the plural condition, polarity (positive

vs. negative, within subjects). �e multiplicity inference and scalar implicature conditions were

presented in blocks, the order of which was counterbalanced across the participants.

Consider �rst the scalar implicature condition. On these four trials, the main character in the

story executed an action on one complete set of objects; participants then heard a description of

the event as involving some rather than all of the objects. See (48) for an example test item and

see Figure 4 for the accompanying �nal image.

(48) Story: Lion loves to help his mom with the groceries. Look at these apples and oranges!

Lion wants to carry the fruit, but they’re very heavy! Lion carries these four apples over

here. �en his arms are full, so he leaves the oranges on the ground. So remember, Lion

only carried these four apples here! Now let’s see if Ellie’s paying a�ention.

Experimenter: Okay, Ellie, so Lion didn’t carry any oranges. What about the apples?

Puppet: Lion carried some of the apples! Scalar implicature target

Consider next the multiplicity inference condition. Crucially, we aimed to make the scalar im-

plicature and plural conditions as parallel as possible, so as to be able to directly compare the

children’s performance in the two conditions. Just as in the scalar implicature condition, the

main character in the plural stories was faced with two sets of objects. Instead of carrying out

an action with one of the full sets, however, the character executed an action on only one object

from the �rst set of objects. See (49) for an example test item and see Figure 5 for the accompa-

nying �nal image. Participants who computed the multiplicity inference were expected to reject

the critical positive plural target.

(49) Story: Zebra is visiting his favourite garden today. Look at these oranges and bananas!

Zebra wants to pick the fruit, but he only has a very small basket. Zebra picks this banana

over here. Now he has no more room in the basket, so he leaves the rest of the fruit in the

tree. So remember, Zebra only picked this banana here!
12

Now let’s see if Ellie’s paying

a�ention.

Experimenter: Okay, Ellie, so Zebra didn’t pick any oranges. What about bananas?

12
As in Experiment 1, we tried to highlight the episodic nature of the event by making it very explicit that only

one object was acted upon. �e experimenter would gesture to the relevant object on the screen, making the use of

the deictic pronoun felicitous.
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Figure 5: Final image accompanying the plural test sentence Zebra picked bananas.

a. Puppet: Zebra picked bananas! Positive plural target

b. Puppet: Zebra didn’t pick bananas! Negative plural target

As in Experiment 1, participants also received two positive and two negative control items

designed to elicit the opposite responses to those of the critical test trials. �e positive plural

controls involved contexts that satis�ed the multiplicity inference, e.g., (50), and the negative

plural controls made reference to the second set of objects that were not acted upon, e.g., (51):

(50) Plural positive control (yes-target):

Context: Zebra carried four watermelons and zero pineapples.

Test sentence: Zebra carried watermelons.

(51) Plural negative control (yes-target):

Context: Sheep carried four potatoes and zero carrots.

Test sentence: Sheep didn’t carry carrots.

Also as in Experiment 1, all participants received four negation control sentences containing a

de�nite noun phrase rather than a bare plural, e.g., (52). As before, the negation control trials

could be associated with either a yes- or a no-target, enabling us to balance the overall number

of yes- and no-responses.

(52) Negation control:

Context: Kangaroo carried four boxes and zero houses.

a. Kangaroo didn’t carry the houses. (yes-target)

b. Kangaroo didn’t carry the boxes. (no-target)

To summarize, each participant received 2 training items, 10 test trials, and 8 control trials. �e

10 test trials corresponded to 3 plural positive sentences, 3 plural negative sentences, and 4 scalar

implicature trials. �e 8 control trials corresponded to 2 plural positive sentences, 2 plural nega-

tive sentences, and 4 negation trials. �e multiplicity inference and scalar implicature conditions

were presented in counterbalanced blocks; within the multiplicity inference block, the test and

control trials were pseudorandomized to avoid overly long sequences of same-target items.

4.2 Results
Figure 6 provides a sca�erplot over a barplot indicating the mean proportions of inference-based

responses in the target plural conditions. As in Experiment 1, no-responses were taken to be
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Experiment 2: Multiplicity inferences

Figure 6: Mean proportion of inference-based responses to the positive and negative plural tar-

gets. Dots represent individual participants.

indicative of multiplicity inferences in the upward-entailing condition, whereas yes-responses

corresponded to multiplicity inferences in the downward-entailing condition (the la�er corre-

sponding to the weak reading of the sentence on the ambiguity approach and to locally computed

implicatures on the implicature approach). �e yes- and no-responses were recoded as either 1

(an inference-based response) or 0 (a non-inference response).

We ��ed a mixed e�ects logistic regression model on the recoded responses to the plural

targets, with Group, Polarity, and their interaction as �xed e�ects and random by-participant

slopes for Polarity; we then used χ2
statistics with one degree of freedom to compare models

with and without the given �xed e�ects. �is revealed signi�cant e�ects of Group (χ2(1) =
17.3, p < .001) and Polarity (χ2(1) = 6.74, p < .01), and a signi�cant interaction between Group

and Polarity (χ2(1) = 7.20, p < .01). In short, participants computed more inferences in the

positive condition than in the negative condition, adults computed more multiplicity inferences

than children did, and adults and children di�ered more in the positive condition than in the

negative condition.

�e results from the plural conditions replicate some of the �ndings from Experiment 1,

namely that more multiplicity inferences are computed in upward-entailing environments than in

downward-entailing environments, and that children compute fewer multiplicity inferences than

adults do. Also as in Experiment 1, adults computed more multiplicity inferences in the negative

condition than children did, appearing to either ignore the Strongest Meaning hypothesis or to

compute the multiplicity inference locally in the scope of negation.

Consider next the comparison between multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures. Figure

7 provides a sca�erplot over a barplot indicating the mean proportions of responses (to the plural

and scalar implicature targets) that were consistent with the computation of the target infer-

ences. For both the multiplicity inference and the scalar implicature, no-responses corresponded

to inference-based responses and yes-responses corresponded to non-implicature responses. We
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Figure 7: Mean proportion of inference-based responses to the plural and scalar implicature tar-

gets. Dots represent individual participants’ rates of inference-based responses.

��ed a mixed e�ects logistic regression model to the recoded data, with Inference Type (Plural

vs. Scalar implicature) and Group (Adult vs. Child) as �xed e�ects, and random by-participant in-

tercepts. We then usedχ2
statistics with one degree of freedom to compare models with and with-

out the �xed e�ects, which revealed signi�cant e�ects of Inference Type (χ2(1) = 8.09, p < .01)

and Group (χ2(1) = 28.0, p < .001) and no interaction between Inference Type and Group

(χ2(1) = 1.94, p = .16). On the whole, then, participants computed fewer multiplicity inferences

than scalar implicatures,
13

and children computed fewer of both kinds of inferences than adults

did.

In order to evaluate individual performance on multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures,

we ran a correlation analysis in R (cor.test), which revealed that children’s acceptance of the

plural targets was signi�cantly correlated with their acceptance of the scalar implicature targets

(r(15) = .63, p < .01); no such correlation was found for the adults.

In summary, children computed fewer multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures than

adults did, and their responses in the two conditions were signi�cantly correlated. On the whole,

these data are consistent with an implicature approach to plurality inferences, whereby multi-

plicity inferences are computed using the same mechanism as standard scalar implicatures. On

the other hand, the �nding that children distinguished the two polarities at all, and in particular

di�ered more from adults in the positive condition than in the negative condition, poses a chal-

lenge for the ambiguity and homogeneity approaches. Before discussing this in more detail, we

will next turn to a third experiment investigating adults’ treatment of the positive and negative

sentences in a ternary judgment task, providing another perspective on the di�ering predictions

of the three theories of multiplicity inferences.

13
�e di�erence between the two inference types does not seem very marked, but could be related to van Tiel

et al.’s (2014) �nding of variation in the strength of inferences across di�erent scales.
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Figure 8: Response bu�ons for the ternary judgment task.

5 Experiment 3
Experiment 3 used a ternary judgment task to test the di�erent predictions of the three ap-

proaches regarding the status of positive versus negative plural sentences in singular contexts.

As we have discussed, the ambiguity and homogeneity approaches do not predict a di�erence in

the status of such positive and negative sentences; they are either both unde�ned or both false.

�e implicature approach, on the other hand, is compatible with a di�erence between the two; it

in fact predicts a di�erent status for the positive and negative sentences. �is is because the posi-

tive sentence is literally true but carries a false implicature, while the negative sentence is plainly

false. �e goal of Experiment 3 was to tap into this potential di�erence in status in order to tease

apart the di�erent approaches to the multiplicity inference. To do so, we compared multiplicity

inferences to the exclusivity (‘not both’) implicature of disjunction.

5.1 Methods

5.1.1 Participants

We tested 24 adult native speakers of English, recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. All

participants reported English as a native language.

5.1.2 Procedure

Participants were directed to an online version of the ternary judgment task originally used to

test scalar implicatures by Katsos & Bishop (2011).
14

�e task was implemented and hosted on

the �altrics platform. Participants saw pictures of cartoon characters deciding what to buy at

the store, and heard a puppet’s guesses of what would or would not happen. Participants then

saw the outcome and had to decide whether to reward the puppet with a small strawberry, a

medium-sized strawberry, or a large strawberry. As reported in Katsos & Bishop (2011), partic-

ipants generally o�er the smallest strawberry for false sentences, the intermediate strawberry

for literally true sentences whose implicatures are false, and the largest strawberry for true and

felicitous sentences. Participants indicated their responses by clicking on the desired strawberry

bu�on (see Figure 8).

14
See also Križ & Chemla (2015), who used a ternary response task with adult participants to investigate homo-

geneity violations; these authors presented participants with the response options: completely false, completely true,

and neither.
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(a) Context picture. (b) Outcome picture.

Figure 9: Context and outcome pictures for the disjunction test sentences Tiger will buy the apple

or the banana and Tiger will not buy the apple or the banana.

5.1.3 Materials

We manipulated two within-subject factors: inference type (multiplicity inference vs. exclusivity

implicature) and polarity (positive vs. negative).

Consider �rst the disjunction trials. Participants received four positive and four negative

target trials in which both disjuncts turned out to be true. On the four positive target trials, for

example, the main character in the story ended up buying both of the objects mentioned in the

puppet’s guess, leaving behind the third object. See (53) for an example test item and Figure 9 for

the accompanying images. If participants computed the exclusive not-both inference, they were

expected to give the intermediate reward of two strawberries.

(53) Story: Now it’s Tiger’s turn to shop! �ere’s an apple, a banana, and a slice of water-

melon! Listen to Baba’s guess!

Puppet: Hmm… Tiger will buy the apple or the banana. Positive disjunction target

On the four negative target trials, again both disjuncts turned out to be true; here, the puppet’s

negative guess (e.g., Tiger will not buy the apple or the banana) would be expected to elicit a

minimal reward if it were interpreted as plainly false.

In addition to the eight target disjunction trials, participants also received 12 control trials: 4

positive and 4 negative disjunction controls in which only one of the disjunctions turned out to

be true, and 2 positive and 2 negative disjunction controls in which neither disjunct turned out

to be true (see the Appendix for the full list of experimental items).

Consider next the plural condition. Here too, participants received four positive plural tar-

gets and four negative plural targets in which the main character bought only a single one of the

(plural) objects mentioned in the puppet’s guess. See (54) for an example of a positive plural tar-

get and Figure 10 for the accompanying images. Here the predictions of the di�erent approaches

diverge. Under the implicature approach, participants who computed the multiplicity inference

were expected to give the intermediate reward for the positive plural targets. On the four nega-

tive plural targets, the puppet’s negative statement (e.g., Koala will not buy pears) was expected

to elicit a minimal reward if the sentence was interpreted as plainly false. Under the homogene-

ity and ambiguity approaches, on the other hand, participants were expected to give the same

response (either minimal or intermediate) to both the positive and negative test sentences.
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(a) Context picture. (b) Outcome picture.

Figure 10: Context and outcome pictures for the plural test sentences Koala will buy pears and

Koala will not buy pears.

(54) Story: Now it’s Koala’s turn to shop! �ere’s a pear, another pear, and a strawberry!

Listen to Baba’s guess!

Puppet: Hmm… Koala will buy pears. Positive plural target

In addition to the four positive and four negative plural targets, participants also received two

positive and two negative plural controls in which the character did buy the plurality of objects

(e.g., both pears), and two positive and two negative plural controls in which the character did

not buy the mentioned objects (e.g., Koala did not buy either pear).

To summarize, each participant received 3 training items, followed by a total of 36 test tri-

als: 16 targets (8 disjunction, 8 plural) and 20 controls (12 disjunction, 8 plural). �e order of

presentation of the 36 trials was randomized across participants.

5.2 Results
Twenty-three of the 24 participants scored at least 75% (9/12) accuracy on the control trials and

were included in the analysis. Figure 11 presents the results for the plural and disjunction targets.

We ��ed an ordinal regression model on the responses with Inference Type, Monotonicity,

and their interaction as �xed e�ects; we also included by-participant random slopes for Mono-

tonicity and Inference Type and their interaction. Comparisons of the full model versus models

without the factors of interest revealed a signi�cant e�ect of Inference Type (χ2(1) = 15, p <
.001), Monotonicity (χ2(1) = 28, p < .001), and a signi�cant interaction between Inference Type

and Monotonicity (χ2(1) = 14, p < .001). Overall, adults gave lower rewards for the disjunction

targets, lower rewards for the negative sentences, and displayed a greater di�erence between

positive and negative targets in the disjunction condition compared to the plural condition.

On the whole, the results seem more in line with the implicature approach than with the

ambiguity and homogeneity approaches. Neither of the la�er approaches predicts a di�erence

in the status of the positive and negative sentences. On the implicature approach, on the other

hand, the positive sentences are literally true sentences with false implicatures, while the negative

sentences are plainly false. �e �nding that adults gave more minimal rewards for the negative

targets, while favoring the intermediate reward for the positive targets, is rather consistent with

the predictions of the implicature approach.
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Figure 11: Proportion of inference-based responses to the plural and disjunction targets.

As an anonymous reviewer points out, the proportion of intermediate rewards observed in the

negative plural condition is striking, especially as participants gave very few such intermediate

responses in the negative disjunction condition. �e signi�cant interaction between Inference

Type and Monotonicity indeed suggests that the plural is not interpreted exactly along the same

lines as disjunction. On this point, the implicature account seems be�er positioned to accommo-

date the results than the alternative accounts. As the reviewer points out, (under the implicature

account) perhaps participants were unsure whether to compute an embedded implicature, and

therefore opted for the intermediate reward; perhaps embedded implicatures are easier to access

with the plural than with the disjunction, hence the greater proportion of intermediate rewards

for the negative plural than for the negative disjunction. On the alternative accounts, on the other

hand, it’s unclear how to explain the observed di�erence between the two inference types.

6 General discussion
�e �ndings from our experiments shed light on the predictions discussed in Section 1.3. In the

following, we discuss how our results relate to the di�erent theoretical approaches.

All three experiments revealed a signi�cant e�ect of monotonicity, with (both adult and child)

participants computing more multiplicity inferences in response to positive plural sentences like

(55a) than in response to negative plural sentences like (55b). �is e�ect of monotonicity is ex-

pected on all three approaches to the plural, and con�rms the intuitions that have been reported

in the literature.

(55) a. Koala bought pears.

b. Koala didn’t buy pears.

Let us now discuss the results against the predictions that we identi�ed earlier, in particular those
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where the theoretical approaches diverge.

6.1 On the status of positive vs. negative plural sentences
Recall that in the singular contexts we tested, the homogeneity and ambiguity approaches predict

the same status for the positive and negative plural test sentences. In a context in which Koala

bought only one pear, (55a) and (55b) are predicted to be either both unde�ned or both false. �at

is, no di�erence in judgment is predicted between the two. Yet in Experiment 3, we observed a

clear di�erence between the two polarities: participants tended to give the intermediate reward

for (55a) when Koala only bought one pear, whereas they tended to give the minimal reward for

the corresponding negative sentence (55b) in the same context. �is di�erence between the two

polarities was also observed for disjunctive test sentences such as (56a) and (56b), in a context in

which Tiger bought both the apple and the banana.

(56) a. Tiger will buy the apple or the banana.

b. Tiger will not buy the apple or the banana.

In sum, we �nd a clear di�erence in status between positive and negative sentences. �is �nding is

challenging for the homogeneity and ambiguity approaches, which make symmetric predictions

across the two polarities, but is in line with the predictions of the implicature approach.

6.2 Children vs. adults
With respect to the comparison between children and adults, the main �ndings of the �rst two

experiments can be summarized as follows. First, children computed fewer multiplicity infer-

ences overall than adults did. Second, like adults, children were generally sensitive to polar-

ity/monotonicity; however, Experiment 2 revealed that they diverged more from adults in the

positive condition than in the negative condition; that is, they gave far fewer inference-based

responses than adults in the positive condition, but like the adults, they tended to give non-

inference-based responses in the negative condition.
15

�e �nding of fewer inferences overall

from children than adults is in line with children’s behavior on standard implicatures, and is con-

sistent with an implicature approach to multiplicity inferences. On the other hand, the �ndings

are challenging for the ambiguity and homogeneity approaches, as follows.

While the ambiguity approach is generally compatible with children behaving in a similar

way on multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures, it cannot readily account for the pa�ern

observed across the positive and negative sentences. To illustrate, recall that on the ambiguity

approach, the sentence in (57a) is ambiguous between the readings in (57b) and (57c), while the

sentence in (58a) is ambiguous between the readings in (58b) and (58c). �e Strongest Meaning

hypothesis is expected to favor the strong reading in (57b) for (57a) and the strong reading in

(58c) for (58a).

15
A di�erent way of looking at this is that children actually showed less of a distinction between the two polarities

than adults did. Figures 3 and 6 reveal a small handful of individual children who tended to give adult-like inference-

based responses in the positive condition — it is possible that whatever e�ect of polarity was observed for children

was driven by these individual children. We should caution, however, against placing too much weight on a small

handful of individual children, especially as our study was designed to look at group-level e�ects.
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(57) a. Emily fed gira�es.

b. Emily fed more than one gira�e. strong

c. Emily fed one or more gira�es. weak

(58) a. Emily didn’t feed gira�es.

b. Emily didn’t feed more than one gira�e. weak

c. Emily didn’t feed one or more gira�es. strong

�e challenge that our �ndings pose for the ambiguity approach is the following. Unlike adults,

children seem to predominantly interpret positive sentences like (57a) on the weak reading; that

is, they tended to accept the underinformative positive test sentences, whereas adults tended to

reject them. Yet for negative sentences like (58a), children appeared more adult-like in preferring

the strong interpretation (58c); they, like adults, tended to reject the negative test sentences. It is

unclear how the ambiguity approach might capture this observed behavioral pa�ern across the

polarities. In greater detail, consider that the ambiguity approach is based on there being two

meanings of the plural (and consequently two readings of plural sentences), as well as a principle

for resolving the ambiguity. In order to account for an observed di�erence between children and

adults, one might hypothesize that children at 4–6 years of age either fail to access one of the

two readings, or fail to apply the Strongest Meaning hypothesis in an adult-like fashion. If we

consider these options systematically, however, we will see that neither can entirely account for

our results.

For instance, the ambiguity approach might account for the main �ndings reported above by

positing that children have indeed acquired both readings of plural sentences, but engage with

the Strongest Meaning principle di�erently from adults. More precisely, they obey the principle

only in downward-entailing contexts. Such a scenario appears implausible without further elabo-

ration and/or assumptions. While it is entirely possible that children at a certain age might di�er

from adults in their use or understanding of a pragmatic principle like the Strongest Meaning

hypothesis, there is no reason why they should be able to apply such a principle only in certain

linguistic contexts. In particular, we can see no reason why their application of the principle

would systematically vary with the polarity of the context.

Alternatively, the ambiguity approach might hypothesize that children at a certain age have

only acquired one of the two meanings of the plural morpheme. �e scenario in which they have

only acquired the strong exclusive reading of the plural morpheme would predict the opposite

pa�ern of what we observed in our experiments. �is leaves us with the scenario in which chil-

dren in this age range have only mastered the weak inclusive meaning of plural morphology.

�is would indeed account for the pa�ern of behavior that we observe, namely that children

end up with a globally weak reading of the positive sentence (57c) but a globally strong reading

of the negative sentence (58c) (since the weak interpretation of the plural morpheme yields the

strongest interpretation under negation). One challenge inherent to this explanation is a learn-

ability one: having �rst acquired the weak meaning of the plural morpheme, how do children

then acquire the strong meaning? In the absence of appropriate negative evidence, it is not clear

what would trigger a shi� from the weak to the strong meaning. �is kind of subset problem is

a much discussed topic in the acquisition literature (see, for example, Berwick 1985; Crain, Ni &

Conway 1994; Gualmini & Schwarz 2009), and on the face of it would appear to pose a challenge
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for this choice point of the ambiguity theory.
16

Finally, the results are also challenging for the homogeneity approach. In particular, it is

unclear how to account for the �nding that children were more adult-like in response to the neg-

ative sentences than to the positive sentences. Under this approach, we would expect children

to either have acquired the homogeneity principle and the pragmatic principle for dealing with

unde�nedness, and therefore to be adult-like in both the positive and negative conditions, or we

would expect them not to have acquired either one and therefore to be non-adult-like in both con-

ditions. It is not clear how to account for the observed di�erence across the two polarities. One

could, for instance, posit that children di�er from adults in how they deal with a sentence that

is unde�ned in the context. �e problem is that given that the homogeneity approach predicts

unde�nedness in both the negative and positive conditions, we would need to assume that chil-

dren deal with unde�nedness di�erently for unde�ned positive sentences and unde�ned negative

sentences. It is not obvious how this would work.
17

In sum, children’s behavior in the �rst two experiments is more in line with the expectations

of the implicature account than of the ambiguity or homogeneity approaches. �e key evidence

comes from the observation that children were more adult-like in their responses to negative

plural sentences than to positive plural sentences. �is asymmetry between the two polarities

is challenging for the ambiguity approach (at least under certain assumptions about acquisition

and learnability) as well as for the homogeneity approach.
18

6.3 Multiplicity inferences vs. scalar implicatures
We set out to empirically investigate the divergent predictions of the three main approaches

to multiplicity inferences. To do so, we looked at (i) the status of positive and negative plural

16
Whether this scenario on the ambiguity approach poses a genuine learnability problem is worth further inves-

tigation. As an anonymous reviewer points out, one could posit within a Bayesian framework that a child starts out

with a high prior for the hypothesis that the plural has a weak (inclusive) meaning and a low prior for the hypothesis

that the plural has a strong meaning; each time they encounter evidence for the strong meaning of the plural, they

would use Bayes’ rule to increase the posterior probability of the hypothesis that the plural has a strong meaning. For

the moment, the potential subset problem won’t constitute a key piece of evidence in adjudicating between theories

of the plural; but we raise it here as an issue that is worth further careful investigation, particularly if one wants to

maintain the ambiguity approach.

17
A similar pa�ern can be found in a study by Tieu, Križ & Chemla (2019), who investigated children’s interpre-

tation of plural de�nite descriptions. �ey report that a subset of their child participants, unlike adults, tended to

accept sentences like (ia) in non-homogeneous contexts (e.g., in which only some of the trucks were blue), but like

adults, tended to reject (ib) in the same context.

(i) a. �e trucks are blue.

b. �e trucks are not blue.

We refer the reader to Tieu et al. (2019) for discussion of the theoretical consequences for theories of de�nite plurals.

18
As an anonymous reviewer points out, this is not to say that there isn’t any acquisition challenge associated

with the plural under the implicature approach. When it comes to implicatures, the child learner would have to

acquire (the ingredients for) a mechanism that allows them to generate inferences on top of literal meanings. On

a grammatical view of scalar implicatures, for instance, the child learner would have to acquire the grammatical

mechanism of exhausti�cation as well as be able to access the required alternatives for each relevant inference. In

the context of the implicature account of the plural, our experimental �ndings would suggest that the children we

tested hadn’t fully acquired some aspect of the generation of the multiplicity inference, for example, the enriched

singular alternative to the plural. We return to the acquisition of the multiplicity inference in Section 6.4.
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sentences in singular contexts, (ii) children’s understanding of plural sentences, and (iii) the re-

lationship between multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures. As we have discussed, the

experimental results, which show an asymmetry both between positive and negative sentences

and between children’s responses to the two polarities, seem more in line with the implicature

approach than with the ambiguity and homogeneity approaches. With respect to (iii), the �nding

that both children and adults behaved uniformly on multiplicity inferences and scalar implica-

tures is also consistent with the implicature approach. Experiment 2 moreover revealed that

children’s performance on multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures was correlated. �at

being said, the experimental results with respect to (iii) are technically also compatible with the

other two formal approaches. �at is, the uniformity between multiplicity inferences and scalar

implicatures, while suggestive, could very well be accidental. Had we found that the di�erence

between children and adults was di�erent in nature across the inference types, this would have

constituted convincing evidence against the implicature approach. As it stands, the results in

relation to (iii) are in line with the implicature approach, but alone would be inconclusive in

adjudicating among the three theoretical approaches.

6.4 More on the acquisition of the multiplicity inference
One of the hypotheses that the present study investigates is that multiplicity inferences are im-

plicatures. Given some variability in the results that have been reported in the literature on scalar

implicatures (both across studies of the same scalar implicature and across di�erent scales), it is

natural to ask how the present results align with the broader developmental literature on implica-

tures. For instance, children have been reported to succeed only on certain kinds of implicatures.

Where do multiplicity inferences �t in the overall developmental landscape?

One recent proposal in relation to previous studies on implicatures is that children’s reported

di�culties relate to a di�culty in accessing lexical alternatives. It has been observed in several

studies that children are more likely to compute scalar inferences when the required alternatives

are made easily accessible to them, either by explicitly mentioning the alternatives in the dis-

course context or by introducing the alternatives as substrings of the test sentences themselves

(Gualmini, Crain, Meroni, Chierchia & Guasti 2001; Chierchia, Crain, Guasti & �ornton 2001;

Reinhart 2006; Barner, Brooks & Bale 2011; Chemla & Bo� 2014; Tieu, Romoli, Zhou & Crain 2016;

Singh, Wexler, Astle-Rahim, Kamawar & Fox 2016; Tieu, Yatsushiro, Cremers, Romoli, Sauerland

& Chemla 2017). �e �nding that children are more successful at computing inferences in these

circumstances has led to the proposal that children have di�culty with inferences that require

the lexical replacement of alternatives (for discussion of this point, see Barner et al. 2011, Tieu

et al. 2016, and Singh et al. 2016). If the retrieval of alternatives is the relevant factor, then there

are at least two crucial requirements for children to be able to compute multiplicity inferences.

First, the child must learn the co-scalar status of the singular and the plural. �is is critical on

an implicature-based analysis like the one proposed in Spector (2007), because it is the negation

of the enriched singular that gives rise to the multiplicity inference. To calculate a multiplicity

inference, then, the child must know that the singular and the plural are competitors.
19

19
In fact, Spector’s (2007) account of multiplicity inferences requires the recursive application of the scalar impli-

cature algorithm. It is worth noting in this regard that free choice inferences have also been argued to involve the

recursive calculation of implicatures (Kratzer & Shimoyama 2002; Alonso Ovalle 2005; Fox 2007; Klinedinst 2007;

Chemla 2009; van Rooij 2010; Franke 2011; Chierchia 2013). We take it that children’s success on free choice infer-
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In addition, in order to compute the multiplicity inference, the child must be able to activate

the singular alternative, in order to carry out the required lexical replacement. Poor performance

in computing the multiplicity inference could result from di�culties in either of these key ingre-

dients.
20

It seems reasonable to suppose that learning the relevant relationship between the singular

and the plural may be at least as di�cult as learning the co-scalar status of full lexical items such as

“some” and “all”. For example, it is at least conceivable that children encounter positive evidence

regarding the ‘not all’ implicature, e.g., I said you could have some of the cookies, not all of them! �e

relevant alternatives can be highlighted simply by replacing an instance of one with an instance of

the other. In contrast, the kind of evidence that would signal the di�erence between the (enriched)

singular and the plural is less obvious. �e di�erence between the (regular) plural and the singular

in English is signaled by the presence of the plural marker –s, which stands in contrast to the

combination of the absence of the plural marker and the presence of an inde�nite determiner. In

this sense the co-scalar status of the singular and the plural seems to be qualitatively more distant

from relevant evidence than the contrast between “some” and “all”; there isn’t an obvious way in

which one of the alternatives can be contrasted with the other.
2122

Before closing, it may be worth considering the present results in light of previous studies

of younger children’s production and comprehension of plural morphemes, and in particular,

studies that have demonstrated the sensitivity of toddlers to plurality. For instance, it has been

reported that children begin producing plural morphemes around the age of 22 months (Fenson,

Dale, Reznick, Bates, �al & Pethick 1994; Barner, �alwitz, Wood & Carey 2007). Similarly, 24-

month-olds have been shown to display sensitivity to plural marking in comprehension (Wood,

ences constitutes evidence that children in this age range are indeed capable of recursive implicatures. Note that

the fact that children can succeed on recursive implicatures while struggling with non-recursive implicatures can be

reconciled on a view on which children have no problem with the mechanism of exhausti�cation per se, but struggle

with non-recursive implicatures for an independent reason, namely di�culty in accessing lexical alternatives (see

Barner et al. 2011; Tieu et al. 2016; Singh et al. 2016; Pagliarini et al. 2018 for relevant discussion). �anks to an

anonymous reviewer for raising this question.

20
If it is the second ingredient that is relevant, one may expect that performance on multiplicity inferences could

be improved by making the singular/plural contrast salient, using experimental maneuvers that have proven suc-

cessful in evoking successful performance from children in response to classical scalar implicatures (Gualmini, Crain,

Meroni, Chierchia & Guasti 2001; Barner, Brooks & Bale 2011; Tieu, Romoli, Zhou & Crain 2016; Gotzner, Barner &

Crain 2015; Skordos & Papafragou 2016, among others). In these previous cases, however, the relevant alternatives

were free morphemes; for instance, increasing the salience of the conjunction word “and” could boost the rate at

which children might access the exclusive meaning of the disjunction word “or”. It’s not immediately obvious how

one might achieve the same e�ect in the case of multiplicity inferences. It’s not clear, for example, whether activat-

ing a lexical item corresponding to a singular meaning (for example, “a dog” as opposed to “dogs”) would su�ce to

trigger the enriched singular feature that is required to compute the multiplicity inference.

21
In fact, some developmental studies seem to suggest that plural meanings emerge earlier than singular meanings

(Davies et al. 2019). Arias-Trejo et al. (2014) and Davies et al. (2017), for example, report that their 20–24-month-old

participants displayed be�er than chance performance on plurals but were at chance on the singular. Such �ndings

suggest that the plural meaning is acquired prior to that of the singular (see also Davies et al. 2019 for further evidence

that performance on the plural, but not the singular, improves with age between 2–3 years of age). �ese studies

pose a puzzle for the (entirely reasonable) hypothesis that acquiring the plural requires acquiring the distinction

between the singular and plural.

22
With respect to overt morphological marking of the plural, it may prove insightful to investigate the develop-

ment of multiplicity inferences in languages that do not morphologically mark the plural on the noun; alternatively,

one might investigate the development of multiplicity inferences using irregular nouns in English (thanks to Sco�

AnderBois for this suggestion).
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Kouider & Carey 2009; Davies, Xu Ra�anasone & Demuth 2017).
23

At �rst glance, these data

from 2-year-olds appear to be at odds with our data from 4-year-olds. To be�er understand this

divergence in the pa�ern of behavioural responses by children at di�erent ages, it may be worth

considering the nature of the tasks that have been used to investigate children’s knowledge of

plurality.

For example, Wood et al. (2009) used a manual search paradigm in which 24-month-old chil-

dren were prompted by linguistic descriptions to search for objects in a box. �e authors found

that the verbal descriptions contained in the prompts (e.g., “�ere are some cars in the box”

vs. “�ere is a car in the box”) in�uenced the search pa�erns of the 24-month-olds, such that they

searched longer in the plural condition. �is �nding suggests that the infants were expecting

‘more than one’ object in the plural condition.
24

By contrast, in the paradigm we adopted in the

present study, 4-year-olds encountered situations in which only a single object was depicted, but

they accepted plural descriptions of these situations. �is doesn’t necessarily mean that the child

participants didn’t ‘expect’ there to be more than one object, in the same way that the 2-year-olds

did in the Wood et al. study. �e 4-year-olds in the present study could have associated the plural

description with a ‘more than one’ meaning, but they may also have been willing to accept these

uses of plural morphology in contexts in which they themselves would not have produced the

plural.

In fact, this acquisition scenario establishes a further parallel with the scalar implicature lit-

erature, in light of an existing proposal that children are more pragmatically tolerant than adults

are (Katsos & Bishop 2011). Katsos & Bishop (2011) show that children can display adult-like im-

plicature performance when they are given more than just a binary choice between yes and no (or

right and wrong). Based on the �ndings from their study, Katsos and Bishop suggest that 4-year-

olds are simply more tolerant than adults are in responding to pragmatically underinformative

descriptions. In a similar vein, despite the observation that children tend to accept underinfor-

mative “or”-statements in standard binary judgment tasks, it has also been demonstrated that

children clearly distinguish between statements with “or” and statements with “and” when they

are presented side by side. �is is the case in the ‘felicity judgment task’, which involves two

puppets; one produces the statement with “or” and the other produces the statement with “and”

(Chierchia, Crain, Guasti & �ornton 2001; Gualmini, Crain, Meroni, Chierchia & Guasti 2001).

�e fact that children consistently judge the puppet that used the statement with “and” to have

described the situation be�er can be taken as evidence that children are sensitive to the relative

strength of two alternatives, although they are more accepting of weak alternatives than adults

are. More generally, these data also serve to highlight the importance of the nature of the tasks

used by researchers to investigate children’s acquisition of scalar knowledge.

23
On the other hand, it has also been reported that children do not always use the plural in all required contexts

(for relevant discussion, see Berko 1958; Cazden 1968; Brown 1973; Mervis & Johnson 1991, and Zapf & Smith 2008).

Previous explanations for non-adult-like performance have appealed to morpho/phonological rules and constraints

(see, for example, Marcus, Pinker, Ullman, Hollander, Rosen & Xu 1992; Marchman, Plunke� & Goodman 1997, and

Winitz et al. 1981). �ere are far fewer studies that address the meaning that children assign to the plural, which is

our primary focus here.

24
More recent work by Davies, Xu Ra�anasone & Demuth (2017) suggests that 24-month-olds can indeed demon-

strate understanding of English plural morphology, but only when they are presented with the voiceless /s/ al-

lomorph, not the voiced /z/ allomorph. �ese authors propose that factors such as the phonetic salience of the

morpheme are relevant to the process of acquiring plural morphology and its meaning.
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7 Conclusion
�ere are three main theoretical approaches to the ‘more than one’ meaning of plural morphol-

ogy. �e goal of the present study was to experimentally test the predictions of the ambiguity,

homogeneity, and scalar implicature approaches. In particular, the three approaches diverge on

three points: (i) the status of positive plural sentences versus negative plural sentences in singular

contexts, (ii) the acquisition of the di�erent readings of plural sentences, and (iii) the relationship

between multiplicity inferences and scalar implicatures. We conducted three experiments, which

revealed a few main �ndings bearing on these points.

First, participants computed more multiplicity inferences in upward-entailing linguistic en-

vironments compared to downward-entailing environments. �is e�ect of polarity is expected

on all of the theoretical approaches. Experiment 3, which used a ternary judgment task, more-

over revealed that adults assigned di�erent values to positive and negative plural sentences in

the same context. As we have discussed, this is challenging for the homogeneity and ambiguity

approaches, which predict that the positive and negative sentences should have the same status

in the relevant contexts; the results though, are unsurprising on the scalar implicature theory.

With respect to children’s acquisition of the readings of plural sentences, we observed that

children were rather non-adult-like in accepting underinformative positive plural sentences — in

line with their behavior on standard scalar implicatures — but they were relatively adult-like in

rejecting the negative plural sentences in singular contexts. �is �nding of asymmetric behavior

from the children across the two polarities is in line with the implicature approach, but presents

another challenge for the other two approaches, at least under certain assumptions about acqui-

sition and learnability.

Finally, in relation to (iii), children and adults behaved uniformly on multiplicity inferences

and scalar implicatures. �is la�er �nding, while consistent with the implicature approach, can

also be made compatible with the other two approaches. When we look at the experimental

�ndings as a whole, we �nd that the data pertaining to points (i) and (ii) above present more

support for the scalar implicature approach to multiplicity inferences, while leaving open some

challenges for the ambiguity and homogeneity approaches.

Supplementary material
�e raw data and R scripts for analysis for all three experiments can be accessed at https:
//osf.io/9sek5.
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Appendix: Test sentences

Experiment 1
Training items

(59) Mary took the yellow bus to school. True target

(60) Lucy held the rabbits. False target

Singular condition

(61) Positive targets — presented in singular contexts
a. Emily fed a pig.

b. Sally coloured a triangle.

c. Sue picked a banana.

(62) Negative targets — presented in singular contexts
a. Emily didn’t feed a gira�e.

b. Sally didn’t colour a diamond.

c. Sue didn’t pick an apple.

(63) Positive controls
a. Sammy painted a tree. False target

b. Mary folded a star. False target

(64) Negative controls
a. Sammy didn’t draw a dog. True target

b. Lucy didn’t buy a cookie. True target

Plural condition

(65) Positive targets — presented in singular contexts
a. Emily fed pigs.

b. Sally coloured triangles.

c. Sue picked bananas.

(66) Negative targets — presented in singular contexts
a. Emily didn’t feed gira�es.

b. Sally didn’t colour diamonds.

c. Sue didn’t pick apples.

(67) Positive controls
a. Sammy painted birds. True target

b. Mary folded stars. True target

(68) Negative controls
a. Sammy didn’t draw dogs. True target

b. Lucy didn’t buy cookies. True target
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Negation controls (appeared in both Singular and Plural conditions)

(69) a. Sally didn’t eat the chocolate. True target

or: Sally didn’t eat the apple. False target

b. Billy didn’t go for a swim. True target

or: Billy didn’t read his book. False target

c. Lucy didn’t take a nap. True target

or: Lucy didn’t walk her dog. False target

d. Mary didn’t buy the ice cream. True target

or: Mary didn’t buy the cookie. False target

Experiment 2
Training items

(70) Pig painted the cup. True target

(71) Monkey took the scooter. False target

Multiplicity inference condition

(72) Positive targets — presented in singular contexts
a. Tiger fed pigs.

b. Zebra picked bananas.

c. Bunny painted guitars.

(73) Negative targets — presented in singular contexts
a. Frog didn’t feed birds.

b. Kangaroo didn’t pick pears.

c. Lion didn’t paint bowls.

(74) Positive controls
a. Gira�e carried watermelons. True target

b. Chicken fed cats. True target

(75) Negative controls
a. Sheep didn’t carry carrots. True target

b. Tiger didn’t feed mice. True target

(76) Negation controls
a. Zebra didn’t paint the bowls. True target

or: Zebra didn’t paint the vases. False target

b. Bunny didn’t carry the tables. True target

or: Bunny didn’t carry the chairs. False target

c. Frog didn’t paint the hearts. True target

or: Frog didn’t paint the stars. False target

d. Kangaroo didn’t carry the houses. True target

or: Kangaroo didn’t carry the boxes. False target
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Scalar implicature condition

(77) a. Lion picked some of the apples.

b. Gira�e painted some of the cars.

c. Chicken fed some of the ladybugs.

d. Sheep carried some of the boats.

Experiment 3
Training items

(78) a. Pig will buy the plant. True target

b. Penguin will not buy the plant. True target

c. Hippo will not buy the submarine. False target

Multiplicity inference condition

(79) Positive targets — presented in singular contexts
a. Koala will buy pears.

b. Deer will buy lemons.

c. Tiger will buy plums.

d. Zebra will buy balls.

(80) Negative targets — presented in singular contexts
a. Gira�e will not buy hats.

b. Chicken will not buy �owers.

c. Sheep will not buy bowls.

d. Monkey will not buy airplanes.

(81) Positive controls
a. Fox will buy apples. True target

b. Raccoon will buy peaches. True target

c. Bunny will buy trucks. False target

d. Frog will buy boats. False target

(82) Negative controls
a. Panda will not buy cupcakes. True target

b. Owl will not buy boots. True target

c. Kangaroo will not buy cars. False target

d. Lion will not buy guitars. False target

Disjunction condition

(83) Positive targets — presented in 2DT contexts
a. Tiger will buy the apple or the banana.

b. Zebra will buy the peach or the watermelon.

c. Bunny will buy the pear or the pineapple.

d. Frog will buy the lemon or the strawberry.
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(84) Positive targets — presented in 1DT contexts
a. Kangaroo will buy the plum or the kiwi.

b. Lion will buy the ball or the train.

c. Gira�e will buy the truck or the doll.

d. Chicken will buy the boat or the balloon.

(85) Negative targets — presented in 2DT contexts
a. Panda will not buy the hat or the scarf.

b. Owl will not buy the �ower or the star.

c. Pig will not buy the bowl or the cup.

d. Penguin will not buy the airplane or the soccer ball.

(86) Negative targets — presented in 1DT contexts
a. Hippo will not buy the cupcake or the ice cream.

b. Duck will not buy the boot or the chair.

c. Bear will not buy the tennis ball or the block.

d. Cat will not buy the car or the dinosaur.

(87) Positive controls
a. Sheep will buy the car or the dinosaur. False target

b. Monkey will buy the guitar or the piano. False target

(88) Negative controls
a. Dog will not buy the balloon or the truck. True target

b. Elephant will not buy the shoe or the hat. True target
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